Regional Anesthesia in Covid 19-Do’s and Don’ts

Abstract: Regional Anesthesia (RA) is preferred over General Anesthesia (GA) for patients with COVID 19 to reduce the risk of transmission. Minimizing the many aerosol-generating procedures performed during general anesthesia, anesthesiologists can reduce exposure to patients’ respiratory secretions and the risk of perioperative viral transmission to healthcare workers and other patients. To avoid any airway manipulation, regional anesthesia should be considered whenever surgery is planned for a suspect or confirmed COVID-19 patient or any patient who poses an infection risk. Regional anesthesia has benefits of preservation of respiratory function, avoidance of aerosolization and hence viral transmission.
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INTRODUCTION

General anesthesia (GA) with airway intervention leads to aerosol generation, which exposes the health care team to risk of transmission of COVID-19 both during intubation and extubation. Regional anesthesia is preferred over general anesthesia due to following reasons:

1. The odds of transmission of acute respiratory infection during tracheal intubation to a health care professional is known to be 6.6 times compared to those who are not exposed to tracheal intubation.
2. The tracheal intubation for a COVID-19 positive patient is ideally performed in a negative pressure room, which may not be available in all places or situations.
3. Avoiding GA is also beneficial for patients as regional anesthesia lowers the risk of postoperative complications, and this becomes more important in the context of ongoing respiratory infection.
4. Regional anesthesia should be preferred for providing anesthesia care wherever possible. Careful consideration should be given to allow the surgery to be performed entirely under regional anesthesia.

THINGS TO BE DECIDED BEFORE CHOOSING REGIONAL ANESTHESIA

Use Safe Practices

- Don appropriate PPE before doing the procedure, take extra time to doff, and use an observer.
- RA procedures are not considered aerosol-generating, use of N95 (FFP3) masks or similar powered air-purifying respirators (PAPRs) generally are not considered necessary.
- The use of N95 (FFP3) masks should be considered for surgical procedures with a significant risk of conversion to GA.
- All patients should wear a surgical mask to restrict droplet spread.
- Ensure the use of plastic covers to protect ultrasound equipment.

Choose the Right Procedures

- The use of RA is not contraindicated for COVID-19 positive patients.
- RA is preferred for providing anesthesia care wherever possible.
- Prepare and pack the required drugs in a plastic bag.
- Use blocks that reduce respiratory interference such as axillary or infraclavicular brachial plexus block.
- Risk-benefit should be considered for perineural adjuvants and continuous perineural catheters. * Currently, no dose adjustment for RA is recommended.
- Use ultrasound guidance for peripheral nerve block.
BE VIGILANT
• RA should be thoroughly tested before proceeding with surgery to minimize the need for conversion to GA.
• Use minimal supplemental oxygen needed to maintain saturation.
• Rule out thrombocytopenia before neuraxial procedures.
• Watch and be prepared for hypotension after neuraxial anesthesia.
• Postpone epidural blood patch if possible until recovery from acute infection

PREPARATION AND PLANNING
• Both neuraxial anesthesia and peripheral nerve blocks are not considered aerosol-generating procedures; therefore, dealing with a COVID-19 positive or Patient under investigation (PUI) requires regular contact and droplet precautions.
• This includes the use of a surgical mask, eye protection, surgical gown, and double glove for personnel involved in performing these procedures.
• The use of N95 (FFP3) masks or similar powered air-purifying respirator (PAPR) is not generally needed but may be considered for prolonged close contact with a positive patient in a closed setting. Given the shortage of respirator masks, the N95 or FFP3 mask should be conserved for aerosol-generating procedures such as tracheal intubation and extubation.
• Importantly, all patients should wear a surgical mask to restrict the droplet spread.
• Avoid high-flow oxygen using nasal prongs as this can lead to the dispersion of droplets and possible aerosol generation.
• If the patient needs supplemental oxygen, an oxygen mask should be preferred over the nasal prongs.
• The flow of supplemental oxygen should be kept to the minimum needed to maintain oxygen saturation, to reduce the risk of aerosolization.
• The surgical mask can be used over the oxygen mask to limit the dispersion of droplets.
• The regional anesthesia procedure for a COVID-19 or PUI patient should be performed in the operating room or labor room for an obstetric patient. The use of common areas, such as a block room or a holding area, should be avoided as it may lead to cross-infection.
• The most experienced person should perform the regional anesthesia technique. The donning of personal protective equipment should occur before entering the room.
• The required equipment and drugs should be prepared and packed in a plastic bag before the procedure.
• The ultrasound equipment, including an ultrasound transducer, should be protected from contamination using plastic covers. Bringing a cart or trolley with drugs and equipment to the procedure room should be discouraged.
• The number of personnel present during the performance of the procedure should be minimized, but help should be readily available.

SPINAL ANESTHESIA AND EPIDURAL ANALGESIA
Although there is limited evidence, the use of spinal anesthesia is not contraindicated for a COVID-19 positive or PUI patient. The routine indications and contraindications for spinal anesthesia apply when dealing with PUI or COVID-19 positive patients.
• Caution should be exercised when attempting to reduce the duration of the spinal anesthetic by using short-acting spinal anesthetics or reducing the dose of the spinal anesthetic agent as conversion to GA is least desirable.
• It is advisable to rule out thrombocytopenia as there is preliminary evidence to suggest that it might occur in patients with severe COVID-19 disease.
• The routine asepsis technique should be followed. A laboratory study indicated that COVID19 virus particles are viable for longer on plastic than cardboard; the change in practice to sterile paper drapes instead of plastic ones may be considered only if available.
• As the virus has been isolated from cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in patients who suffered from COVID-19 encephalitis, an attempt should be made to reduce contamination by not allowing the CSF to drip freely after lumbar puncture.
• Currently, no dose adjustment of spinal anesthesia or adjuvant opioids is recommended. However, a change to the epidural infusion regimen may be needed to reduce the need for additional top-up doses that require frequent patient contact.
• Although we have not observed the susceptibility of COVID-19 positive parturient to hypotension following neuraxial technique, a single, small case series suggests the possibility of excessive intraoperative hypotension when prophylactic vasopressors were not used.
• The anesthesia provider should be prepared with the strategies to deal with hypotension following neuraxial procedures.
• If resources enable, care of COVID-19 positive patients should be provided in a negative pressure room.
• All the charting and electronic recordings should be accessible to do from outside the room if possible.
• The disposal of consumables used after the procedure should be carefully done to avoid any risk of transmission.
MANAGEMENT OF PDPH

- There is currently no guidance available for the management of post-dural puncture headache (PDPH) in a patient with COVID-19. Conservative measures should be tried first.
- Nasal sphenopalatine ganglion block is likely an aerosol-generating procedure as it involves an injection/insertion into the nasal cavity and increases the risk of COVID-19 transmission to health care professionals. Therefore, it should be avoided in COVID-19 positive patients.
- There is obvious concern about injecting viremic blood in epidural space if an epidural blood patch is needed, especially during an active illness. It might be preferable to postpone the blood patch until recovery from the infection. However, if the headache is severe and debilitating, the epidural blood patch could be performed, balancing the risk of neurological complications associated with severe untreated headache against the theoretical risk of injecting viremic blood in the epidural space.

PERIPHERAL NERVE BLOCK

- The preparation and asepsis should be similar to that followed for the neuraxial procedure. If possible, attempts should be made to choose the block that is least likely to interfere with respiratory function. In other words, axillary or infraclavicular brachial plexus block should be chosen over supraclavicular brachial plexus block, and superior trunk block or other alternatives are preferred over interscalene block.
- The pre-procedural sedation dose may need to be reduced to avoid any respiratory compromise requiring supplemental oxygen.
- A safe dose of local anesthetics (LA) should be calculated and used; the blocks should be performed with ultrasound guidance to reduce the risk of local anesthetic systemic toxicity (LAST).
- The benefit of perineural adjuvants must be balanced against the risks of possible immunosuppression (dexamethasone), sedation, bradycardia and hypotension (clonidine and dexmedetomidine), drug errors, and drug contamination.
- Similarly, the risk-benefit of analgesic peripheral nerve blocks and fascial plane blocks also should be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. If the block is performed under GA and requires repositioning of the patient, there is a risk of tracheal tube disconnection or dislodgement. Therefore, it may be advisable to choose a block that does not require patient repositioning (e.g. TAP blocks) over those that require repositioning (eg, erector spinae block), if appropriate.
- In general, any additional analgesic block procedures should be avoided if adequate analgesia can be achieved using alternate regimens such as systemic analgesia.

MONITORING

- Both neuraxial anesthesia and peripheral nerve block should be thoroughly tested for block success before proceeding with surgery to minimize the need for conversion to GA. In the case of peripheral nerve block, extra onset time should be allowed to reduce the risk of conversion. If intraoperative conversion to GA is required, the emergency airway procedure should be followed, as described in the literature.
- Excessive or deep sedation should be avoided to reduce the need for any airway manipulation or interventions.
- The patient should wear a surgical mask at all times throughout the procedure.

END OF CASE

- The patient should be monitored in the operating room until safe and before transfer to a COVID-19-designated area of the hospital, as per local guidelines.
- It has been shown that the risk of transmission is highest during the doffing of personal protective equipment (PPE). Extra time should be allowed for donning and doffing.
- The presence of an observer during the donning and doffing procedure is highly recommended. Simulation sessions should be conducted for training staff in donning and doffing of PPE.
- Any reusable equipment utilized during the procedure should be disinfected as per institutional guidelines.
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